[Antidiabetic therapy--a new possibility in the complex therapy of cancer?].
Nowadays the lack of exercise and improper eating habits are main characteristics of modern life style. This favors not only formation of type 2 diabetes or cardiovascular diseases, but also increaseas the incidence and prevalence of malignant tumors. Today there are many epidemiologic trials that demonstrate the connection between type 2 diabetes and formation of several malignomas. Its cause should be searched in common paths of pathologic processes. One of this is the birth of hyperinsulinsulinemia, which accompanies insulin resistance. Hyperinsulinemia of the host leads to increased glucose uptake in the highly insuline sensitive tumor cells which supports tumor growth. This makes type 2 diabetes a metabolic state favoring tumor formation, suggesting a potential application of oral insulin sensitizers in cancer therapy. Currently several international trials are testing the anti-tumor activity of metformin and thiazolidinedions (TZD). Besides this, encouraging results were obtained with the use of anti-IGFR antibodies in the treatment of tumors. A common therapy of diabetes and tumor may lead to new possibilities in the treatment of malignant tumor diseases. By doing this we could be able to weaken the tumor and strengthen the body, enabling it to fight against cancer. Bánhegyi RJ, Rus-Gal PO, Nagy AK, Martyin T, Varga R, Pikó B. Correlation between type 2 diabetes and malignant tumors - new possibilities in the complex therapy of cancers?